
PARKING PERMIT AND CITATION RATES FOR 2011-12 
 

 

 
Background 

Through the 2008-09 year, rates for parking permits had been increasing each year based on 
the need for a new garage at a future date when enrollment growth and parking space 
inventory projections suggested this was going to be required.  The desire was to increase 
gradually rather than a major increase when new debt service is required with any new 
garage.  However, starting with the 2009-10 year, the economic climate, decrease in 
enrollment and new opportunities for surface parking made it difficult to designate a future 
date for any required new parking structure and rates have been maintained at 2008-09 
levels.  Given that current permit and citation rates can cover current debt service 
requirements and the overall operational costs of the parking program at UNF, and that the 
parking fund balance has grown to a level where significantly less debt will be required to 
finance a new garage, increases to permit and citation rates are again not recommended for 
2011-12. 
 
One minor change to the 2011-12 parking permit rate structure that is recommended is to 
reduce the cost for a Designated permit by $10 from $260 to $250.  Eighteen months worth 
of data show that there are always multiple Designated spaces available on campus and 
therefore the ratio of permits sold to spaces available should be increased.  The 
recommendation is to increase this ratio from 1.5:1 to 1.6:1.  With more permits sold per 
space, the cost for the permit should be reduced. 
 

 
Recommended Permit Categories and Rates for 2011-12 

Day Permits:
 

        10-11 = $3.00  11-12 = $3.00       no increase 

       
Long-Term Permits: 

Annual 10-11 Annual 11-12 % Increase  
Reserved         $405               $405        0%    n/a 

Term 11-12  

Designated        $260               $250    -3.8%    n/a 
1st Floor Garages        $280               $280        0%    n/a 
Premium         $160               $160        0%  $  95 
Premium 5pm-midnight $  95               $  95        0%  $  55 
Housing         $205               $205        0%  $125 
Discount         $  95               $  95        0%  $  55 
Motorcycle         $  65               $  65        0%    n/a 
Vendor         $260               $260        0%        $155 (4 months); 

$50 (1 month) 
(all pricing includes sales tax) 

 
  



Recommended Citation Amounts, Late Fees and Immobilization Fees for 2011-12 
(no changes from current) 

       Fine  Late Fee 
Immobilization fee     $  50      n/a 
Illegal parking in a disability space   $250     $25 
Illegal use of a disability permit   $250     $25 
All other parking citations    $  30     $10 
 


